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// THE ANNUAL //
Shifting Ground
The tension inherent in change exposes uncertainties and trepidation as well as
possibilities and hopefulness found at junctures of transformation. While the ground
presupposes the solid surface of the earth, safely positioned below our feet, this, like
all things, moves and morphs, often without warning, restructuring the very
foundation on which we build.
The idea behind Shifting Ground (2013) comes from two unrelated events: an art
installation, The Grey Area (2012), recreated for // THE ANNUAL // by artists Cindy
Blažević and Pascal Paquette, and a conversation that took place at the Banff Centre
for the Arts during a residency in 2012. This conversation argued the merits of
eliminating art specific terms, thereby shifting the common ground of communication
among participants. The Grey Area exhibited post-war photography and painting
documenting the transformation of cultural and daily life in the Western Balkans
as the countries waver between European Union membership and minor nation
statehood. Like physical change, conceptual alterations result in innovation and
unease. Both types of continuous flux provide platforms for artistic experimentation
and production.
By examining the effects of important personal, cultural and societal changes, this
exhibit illuminates the threads that bridge distinct reshaping of worlds. Participating
artists responded to this year’s theme by thinking literally—natural disasters, urban
development, border negotiations—and metaphorically—reinvention, disruption, the
creation of new worlds. Their eclectic responses consider topics ranging from the
micro-to macrocosmic; the deeply personal to widely public; and the philosophical to
the technological.
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LOBBY

As the pivot point for the
exhibition, The Grey Area
occupies The Gladstone Hotel’s
second floor lobby. Paintings and
photographs recording people,
places and traces of cultural
changes in the Western Balkans
from 2008 – 2010 connect by
way of an outline that emerges
from the artworks, constructing
an imagined landscape. Blažević
and Paquette expose us to
struggles of others through
fragments of personal stories,
lifestyle adaptations and the
reactions of individuals and
communities to these events.

Cindy Blažević and
Pascal Paquette, Balkan
Streetscape, black paper
tape on gallery walls,
various sizes, 2011
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CINDY BLAŽEVIĆ & PASCAL PAQUETTE

Cindy Blažević is a
Canadian-Croatian
visual artist who
uses photography
to document private
narratives within the
shifting landscapes of
larger social and political
spaces, exploring themes
of identity, authority, and
access. She has exhibited
both in Canada and
Europe and has received
numerous grants for her
art projects. Blending
oral history with
visual expression and
employing collaborative
and participative
processes are key to her
practice. York University’s
Osgoode Hall Law School
named Blažević the
inaugural Artist in
Residence for the 2013/14
academic year.
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Pascal Paquette is a
Toronto-based painter
whose medium often
also includes street
art, graffiti, installation
and photography. His
projects are often sitespecific, and his work
has been exhibited
and commissioned
both locally and
internationally, most
recently at the Museum
of Contemporary
Canadian Art (MOCCA)
and at the Art Gallery of
Ontario (AGO) in Toronto.
Paquette has also just
completed a residency
at A Word of Art in Cape
Town, South Africa.
1. Cindy Blažević, Kosovo
Is the Heart of Serbia,
Belgrade, 2008, Lambda
Duratrans face-mounted
to plexi light-box, 42”
x 28”
2. Pascal Paquette,
Storefront, Vukovar, 2010,
acrylic and oil on canvas,
72” x 60”
3. Pascal Paquette,
EU? Ne Hvala (EU? No
Thanks), 2010, acrylic,
spray and oil on canvas,
48” x 60”

projec t statement
The Grey Area is a sitespecific installation of
post-war documentary
photography and
painting about the
shared experiences,
symbols and culture of
the post-war Western
Balkans. In this new order,
the shared heritage of
rebuilding and efforts
to join the European
Union—perceived symbol
of modernity and wealth—
have become the new
pan-Balkan identity,
binding and tethering
societies with its own
culture and insignia.
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The show is an epilogue
to the artists’ project,
The Culture Lobby,
2007-2010. The artists
traveled Albania, BosniaHercegovina, Croatia,
Kosovo, Macedonia,
Montenegro and Serbia,
asking its citizens—and
then photographing—
what they thought would
change in their lives
when their countries
joined the EU.
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NORTH

Traveling through the north
corridor, representations of land
and cityscapes address concerns
about our environment from the
terrain beneath our feet to the
air space above. These works
scrutinize our interaction with
often larger than life architecture
in our urban surroundings, such
as glass condo towers, massive
corporate buildings and city
infrastructure, which form the
city skyline through constant
construction. They acknowledge
the frequent idealization of
landscapes while lamenting our
disconnection to the natural
world and traditional, agrarian
lifestyles.

Mel Coleman, Black
& White Condoscape
(diptych), 2012-2013,
collage on canvas
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More from Mel Coleman
on page 14

ADAM CHAPMAN

Adam Chapman is an emerging artist
based in Toronto, ON, Canada. Having
grown up in the small town of Cobourg, he
moved to Toronto where he earned his BFA
in Drawing & Painting at OCAD University.
Chapman spent a year of his studies living
and working in Florence, Italy,
which helped to shape his artistic practice
and aspirations as a Canadian painter.
Working from personal experience,
Chapman’s large-scale expressions of
cityscapes resonate with the way that
people become part of the local culture
of a city.

projec t statement
Megalomania is a term associated with
the delusion about one’s own power
or importance. In the same way, the
immersive scale of this piece mirrors the
intimidation experienced by visitors of
a place as fast-paced as Dundas Square
in downtown Toronto. Yet, the city of
Toronto is far more than an overwhelming
composite of buildings, streets, and
anonymous figures. Each part of Toronto’s
community amounts to a mosaic of
inspiring social, ethnic and cultural
diversity. This painting captures the richly
intimate and personal experience of
crossing cultural divides that is shared
by all.
1. Megalomania
oil on canvas
(polyptych), 2013
5.25ft x 18ft
2. Royalty
oil on canvas (polyptych)
5.25ft x 18ft
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RYAN LOUIS

Ryan Louis is a Torontobased visual artist who
creates contemporary
mixed-media
photographic images.
His work is playful in
nature, often creating
open-ended stories
while questioning the
meaning of looking
by way of contrasting
and re-contextualizing
subject matter. In Louis’s
work, something is
always staged or created
prior to the photograph
being taken.
Louis routinely removes
images from their
original book context,
essentially making them
3 dimensional by setting
the cutouts upright in
a space to achieve real
depth and shadows and
sometimes placing
these segments
alongside other objects.
The artist then flattens
the image once more
with the camera and
prints the final artwork
back onto paper.
Louis’ work has been
part of shows at O’Born
Contemporary and Show
& Tell Gallery, The Artist
Project’s Emerging Artist
Exhibit and featured on
pages of Canadian House
& Home Magazine.

projec t statement
Does the meaning of
a photograph change
when a viewer is forced
to focus on what is in the
background (a mountain
peak) instead of what is in
the foreground (a settler’s
home)? The viewer may
question which photo
appears stronger and
how different meanings
are extracted from each
image because of what is
clearly in focus. Despite
identical make-ups of
the same paper cutout
elements, are both prints
of the same image?
To the viewer, does a
landscape photograph
of a “real” but unfamiliar
location transport them
to the same place in their
mind as a completely
constructed “landscape
photograph” that is
obviously artificial?
This piece is looking at
looking.

1

1. Forest Fire, 2012,
Digital photo
2. Cereal Bowl, 2010,
Digital photo
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MEL COLEMAN

Mel Coleman is a bah graduate from
the University of Guelph with a Major
in Studio Art and a Minor in Art History.
Her practice uses collage, painting and
printing to create works that balance
between generation and destruction.
While condemning the excess of society’s
material consumption, she reveals the
inescapable absurdity of our consumer
nature. Her work comments on the
perversions and vanity within themes of
gender, sex, consumerism, disposability
and public media in our current time
and in history. Coleman has exhibited in
Toronto, Guelph, Kitchener and Quincy,
Illinois and she received the Samuel and
Saidye Bronfman Family Foundation
Printmaking Award in 2011.
projec t statement
condoscapes explores the boom of
condominiums in the Greater Toronto
Area. These works call into question
if the growth of condos, at this
exponential rate, is a good idea or
destined to crash. Toronto is one of the
fastest growing cities in North America
with 80% of the development focusing
on condominiums, often from offshore
buyers. Is Toronto creating a new and
improved identity for itself? Or is it
demolishing its history to make room
for yet another shoebox condo?

1

1. Mel Coleman,
Condoscape (colour
triptych), 2012, collage
on canvas
2. Mel Coleman, Black
& White Condoscape
(diptych), 2012 – 2013,
collage on canvas
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DOMINIQUE CHENG

An architect (by
training), illustrator and
installation artist (by
choice), Dominique’s
work contemplate the
rigid contradictions that
define our everyday
experiences of space/
memory by manipulating
conventional notions
of representation in
art and architecture
through collage. In the
past, he has participated
in numerous shows
including Nuit Blanche
(2011) and Come Up To
My Room (2012).

projec t statement
When Kai Tak Airport
(former Hong Kong
International Airport)
was officially retired
in July 1998, plane
spotters who frequently
watched the spectacle
of commercial aircraft
sweeping across South
Kowloon at dangerously
low altitudes before mak
ing their final approach
onto Runway 13/31 were
beset by feelings of loss.
The landing approach,
in particular, left an
indelible impression on
the urban fabric, virtually
inscribing a path of
distinct low-rise buildings
along its trajectory
as a result of aviation
clearance requirements.
The relationship
between the city and the
landing approach was
a constant negotiation
of space—urban space
to aerospace. This
series of collages are a
continuation of a project
entitled, Planespotting
(2007) that studied South
Kowloon and its intimate
relationship with its
airport.

1. Superfly for Nuit
Blanche Fly By Night
(2011). Plastic flies
suspended from ceiling
via nylon thread.
2. 10,000 Untitleds for
Come Up To My Room
(2012). Newsprint strips
individually stamped and
numbered.
3. The Purge for the Art
City Festival in Calgary
(2008). Consists of 500
recycled PVC tubes.

1
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SOUTH & ROOFTOP
More from Maria Flawin
Litwin on page 22

In contrast, the south corridor
and rooftop, visible from the
main-staircase window, expands
on the personal narratives of
Balkan residents, both young
and old, in The Grey Area.
Personal histories from
indigenous to immigrant stories
explore where traditional
practices, cultural heritage, and
individual identity collide with
and make space within every-day
contemporary society.
Maria Flawia Litwin,
Crocodile Tears,
performance/
experiment/ video,
2012 – 13, dimensions
variable

1
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JESSICA MARION BARR

Jessica Marion Barr is a Toronto artist,
educator, and Ph.D. Candidate in Cultural
Studies at Queen’s University. Her
interdisciplinary practice—which includes
installation, found-object assemblage,
drawing, painting, collage, and poetry—
focuses on forging links between
visual art, elegy, ecology, ethics, and
sustainability. Jessica teaches courses,
gives talks, and leads workshops on
ecologically-engaged art. Images of her
artwork and accompanying texts have
been published in The Brock Review and
The Goose, and she will be contributing
a chapter to an upcoming anthology
entitled Environment and/as Mourning.
She has recently exhibited work at World
of Threads Outdoor Environmental
Installations (Oakville, ON), Wall Space
Gallery (Ottawa), FINA Gallery—University
of British Columbia (Okanagan campus,
Kelowna), Hart House (University of
Toronto), and Union Gallery, The Artel,
Modern Fuel Artist-Run Centre, and the
Ban Righ Centre (all in Kingston, ON).
In October 2013, Jessica will curate and
exhibit work in Indicator, an independent
project for Toronto’s Nuit Blanche.

projec t statement
My adopted grandfather’s canoe was
recently damaged in a thunderstorm
on Lake Simcoe, where he built a small
cottage in the 1950s. With its white strips
of fabric evoking bandages or surgical
gauze, this piece is an attempt to weave a
family heirloom back together. The story
of the canoe goes deeper, however. It was
gifted to my part-Mohawk, part-English
grandfather, Frederick W. Dawes, by an
indigenous friend of his. While the canoe
has been largely co-opted by Canadian
settler notions of colonial national identity
and “the great outdoors”, it was originally
(and continues to be) an important feature
of many Indigenous cultures. So while this
piece began as a very personal elegy (a
lamentation) for my grandfather’s canoe,
it has become an expression of my much
greater sadness, contrition, and protest
against Canada’s forcible severing of
First Nations, Inuit, and Métis from their
traditional homelands and sustainable
cultural-ecological practices—the effects
of which are still being felt.
1. National Elegy
(proposal for public
space installation)
Approx. 20’W x 2.5’H
x 3’D
2012-present
Salvaged fibreglass
canoe, reclaimed cotton,
birch bark logs
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MARIA FLAWIN LITWIN

Maria Flawia Litwin is a visual artist who
grew up between Australia and Poland—
figuratively straddling the Iron Curtain.
She has spent the last sixteen years living
and working in Toronto. Encounters with
communist and consumer ideologies
within social and educational structures
have made Litwin sensitive to the fluid
and shifty nature of belief systems. She
is particularly concerned with the way
changes in ideology manifest themselves
in her figurative and literal environment.
Marxism, feminism and humour have
greatly impacted her art production.
Although trained as a sculptor, Litwin’s
work is non-medium specific and takes
the form of textiles, data collecting,
performance, video, acting, fiction
writing and photography. She has
completed her undergraduate degree
at the Ontario College of Art & Design
and a Master’s degree at York University
in Toronto. Currently, she lives and makes
art in Toronto.
Direction, artistic and technical support
by Angela Rawlings
1. Maria Flawia Litwin,
Lug Me Islandia, 2013,
performance/video, 2
minutes 45 sec
Direction, artistic and
technical support by
Angela Rawlings
2. Maria Flawia
Litwin, Crocodile
Tears, performance/
experiment/ video,
2012 – 13, dimensions
variable
3. Maria Flawia Litwin,
Big Ball of Yarn—Same
Same but Different,
performance/
installation, 2007 – 2008,
dimensions variable
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a rawlings (a.k.a. angela rawlings,
a.rawlings, angel:a raw larynx) is a poet,
arts educator, and interdisciplinarian who
has presented and/or published work
in Australia, Belgium, Canada, France,
Germany, Iceland, the Netherlands, and
the United States. rawlings received a
Chalmers Arts Fellowship in 2009 and
2010, enabling her to research Icelandic,
improvisation, nordicity, and volcanology
for the development and presentation of
new work in Belgium, Canada, and Iceland.
She is currently pursuing a Masters in
Environmental Ethics and Natural Resource
Management at the University of Iceland.
projec t statement
Lug Me Islandia depicts an interaction
between a suitcase, the Icelandic
landscape and myself. Set on volcanic
rock overgrown with silver moss, the
video depicts the act of coming out of,
abandoning and re-entering a suitcase I
have owned since 1981. This suitcase has
witnessed my immigrant journey. It is the
only piece of baggage I had immigrating
to three countries on three continents over
a span of almost thirty years. The absurd
gestures of hiding in, walking out on or
re-entering the suitcase are a metaphor for
personal, figurative and literal baggage.
The narrative is open ended suggesting
that we are our own baggage.

1
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ADRIENNE MARCUS RAJA

Adrienne Marcus Raja
received her Master of
Fine Arts from Ryerson
University in 2012, and
is currently based in
Mississauga, Ontario.
Marcus Raja is a member
of the indigenous Kelabit
tribe, from Sarawak
in Malaysian Borneo.
Her obsession with
the documentation of
memory, history, and
identity is reflected in
her artistic endeavors.
In her installations, she
explores and questions
the fragile connections
between her own
displaced identity
and her traditional
community through the
combination of artifacts,
images or spoken
narrative.

Soli, a short film shot on
Super16, will premiere in
October 2013 at the 14th
annual imagineNATIVE
Film + Media Arts
Festival in Toronto.

In 2013, after years
of working within the
digital video realm, most
of Marcus Raja focus
shifted to celluloid film
and photography. She
continues to explore
chemical developing
and printing within
Gallery 44’s darkroom
facility. Marcus Raja
is the recipient of
the 9th annual LIFT
+ imagineNATIVE
Mentorship, which allows
her to work with Super8
and 16mm film stock.
Her directorial debut,

I built this installation to
explore my memories
of what took place
around the tetel, and
to juxtapose these
against the increasing
irrelevance of the tetel
to young Kelabit, like
myself, whose lifestyle
has been overwhelmed
with modern amenities.

projec t statement
Rebpun (in)tension
Traditionally, families of
the indigenous Kelabit
tribe prepare meals at
the hearth, or tetel, their
cooking paraphernalia
blackened by smoke rebpun - from its fire.
Old and young gather
here to socialize as they
bask in the warmth of
its embers. In this place,
elders discuss the day’s
events and retell stories
of bygone times, passing
on their traditions to the
younger generation.

1

1. Adrienne Marcus Raja
adumbrate the wall of
Dada, 2012
2. Adrienne Marcus Raja
Stories Around the Tetel,
2012

2
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TAHIREH LAL

Tahireh creates
experimental narratives
through video, sculpture
and installation. Her
works develop within
the framework of
naturally occurring
systems, which she uses
to draw attention to
spiritual energies.
Her artwork has been
featured at film festivals
and in galleries both
in India and at
international events
such as the Videonale
in Bonne, Germany,
and Nuit Blanche in
Toronto, Canada.
She received her
Master’s in Fine Arts
from the Ontario
College of Art & Design
(OCAD), University in
Toronto, Canada. The
OCAD University India
Scholarship funded
her graduate work.
She completed her
undergraduate education
with distinction at the
Srishti School of Art
Design and Technology
in Bangalore, India.
She currently runs her
art practice out of
Bangalore and is also a
faculty member at the
Srishti School of Art,
Design and Technology.

projec t statement
Sifting/Shifting is a dual
screen video projection
that reflects on ideas
of mobility, movement
and stasis. The work
draws attention to the
simultaneity of constant
agitation and the
accompanying, often
subliminal, process
of settling.
This piece is part of a
body of work that has
developed around
the materiality of sand
found on the beaches
of Toronto Island. The
sand has visible colour
variations. The videos
capture the sifting
process by which the
sand is separated
into its two dominant
component colours.
The clips juxtapose the
motions of the sifting
process emphasizing
both chaos and the calm
precision of the particles
that filter through.

1

AP1:
Tahireh Lal, Abundance
Protected, June 2012,
Mixed Media : Sand and
Video
SE3 (Video Still)
Tahireh Lal, Silence
Elsewhere, July 2011,
2min Video

2
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BALCONY & ALCOVE

Knowledge, power, technology,
chaos—these shifts are
monumental but the point of
impact rarely occurs during the
moment of discovery. Instead
changes are felt when the effects
reach every-day people in their
every-day lives. These shifts can
equally take place quietly, below
the surface, sneaking in, as much
as roaring in with full and visible
force. These changes affect our
urban and natural environment,
our personal and collective
stories and the way we interact
and exchange information
and experience.
Julia Callon, The
Awakening No. 2, 2012,
photograph

1

More from Julia Callon
on page 36
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MARC DE PAPE

Marc De Pape is a designer/artist/maker
focused on time-based media production
with professional experience across
video editing and direction, and music
composition and production. Prior to
completing a Master’s in Design in Digital
Futures at OCAD University, Marc studied
Computation Arts at Concordia University
in 2006. Between studies Marc worked
as a music video director and editor
(Tegan and Sara’s Alligator) in addition to
his role as Audio/Visual Specialist at the
Royal Ontario Museum where he helped
produce video and interactive content
for numerous permanent and special
exhibitions (notable Schad Gallery of
Biodiversity and Terracotta Warriors).
His master’s thesis, titled The Chime, has
been featured by Creative Applications,
PopSci, Designboom, and Mashable,
among others. His current interests stem
from his thesis project and are focused on
spatialized computation and sound within
the everyday.

projec t statement
Looking over the intersection of
Gladstone Avenue and Queen St West
is a large second floor balcony tucked
into the facade of the Gladstone Hotel.
Like a front porch, the balcony presents
an opportunity to survey the activity
of the street from a safe distance. All
that is needed is a comfortable perch.
Neighborhood Watch (2013) is an
interactive audio work contextually
integrated into this balcony. Composed
of a chair with uneven legs and equipped
with a digital sensor measuring orientation
and tilt, the installation is an attempt to
use computation to reengage human
faculties of observation too often ignored
in favour of abstract metrics presented
on disembodied screens. Instead, the
audio provides contextual feedback by
responding to the efforts of those seated
in the chair to maintain balance and view
the street below.

1

1. Video still from The
Chime performs “I Can’t
Tell If You’re Coming Or
Going” in the middle
of University Ave. and
Queen St. in the Evening
in F#m, 2013
2. Marc De Pape, The
Chime, 2013

2
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ALISON SNOWBALL

Alison Snowball is an
artist, curator, and
consultant born and
based in Toronto. She
is a recent graduate
of OCAD University’s
M.A. program in
Contemporary Art,
Design and New
Media Art Histories.
Snowball is publishing
her major research
paper, “Immaterealities
of Dematerialisation
in Contemporary Art
and Finance,” over
Twitter, one tweet a
day from start to finish
@immaterealities.
Interest in the political
economy of art influence
Snowball’s arts, curating,
and consulting practices,
and inevitably, vice-versa
1. Alison Snowball, [Red
and Blue] from the series
Productive Limitations,
2013, Acrylic on wood
panel
2. Alison Snowball, [Red
and Blue] from the series
Productive Limitations,
detail, 2013, Acrylic on
wood panel
3. Alison Snowball, [Red
and Blue] from the series
Productive Limitations,
detail, 2013, Acrylic on
wood panel

projec t statement
Imagined as a modular
system, Productive
Limitations exploits the
same process over and
over, such that each panel
is constructed following
the exact same sequence
of steps. Even so, product
defies process, as
aleatory chance enters
the equation and no two
panels are exactly alike.
With the basic unit of one
square, there exists four
possible orientations for
the work—simple enough.
With just four of these
squares, there arise
an astounding 45,280
possible permutations
[ordered combinations]
of the work. With these
twenty-five panels, the
possibilities jump to 3,761
,767,332,187,389,431,968,
739,190,317,715,670,695,9
36,000,000 or 3.76 x 1048
Please feel free to move
the panels around to
explore some of these
iterations—your turn to
shift the ground.

1
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KEVIN DAY

Kevin Day was born
in Taiwan, a country
that rose to economic
prosperity and global
prominence in the
post-war era due
to its dominance in
manufacturing and
through the export of
electronic products. He
received his MFA from
the University of British
Columbia and is currently
based in Vancouver. He
has presented his works
and research nationally
and internationally,
including the Free
Word Centre (London),
University of Hamburg
(Hamburg), Qubit (New
York), and Gallery 1313
(Toronto). Day’s work
will be included in the
25th annual auction
of the Contemporary
Art Gallery, Vancouver,
and he is a contributing
author in a forthcoming
anthology on
digital memories
(Interdisciplinary Press,
London).
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projec t statement
The material couplings
of immaterial machines
utilizes the iTunes
visualizer, a graphic
animation which reacts
to sound, to play and
interact with a political
science lecture from Yale
University as obtained
freely from the open
source of iTunes U. In the
lecture, the cautionary
tone with which
Alexis de Tocqueville,
a French political
thinker from the 1800s,
approaches democracy
is emphasized, touching
on issues such as soft
despotism – the exercise
of absolute power in
a concealed manner.
In an age where the
phenomenon of open
access, free culture,
and MOOCs (massive
open online courses)
has gained tremendous
traction, how might such
an enterprise be utilized
as a banner of democracy
and openness while
concealing underlying
powers and their
strategic motives? The
coupling of media titans
and prestigious academia
perhaps points more
toward homogenization,
rather than openness.

1. a percentage remedies
a code underneath the
harmful device
2010 – 2012
hand-written text, mixedmedia installation
dimensions variable
2. the material couplings
of immaterial machines
2012
video
19:53 min
3. correlative study of
several communication
vehicles
2011
graph on paper, digital
print
dimensions variable

1
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JULIA CALLON

Julia Callon is a photobased artist who
graduated from Ryerson
University’s School of
Image Arts with a BFA
in Photography in 2012.
She had solo shows at
Camera and the I.M.A.
Gallery in 2011 and
2012. Her work has been
included in multiple
group exhibitions
across the city, and has
been featured in print
and online, including
profiles on Yahoo, Photo
Life, Flavorpill and The
Atlantic. Julia’s
work consists of
the hybridization of
photography and
constructed smallscale models that
both challenge and
explore the idea of the
photographic image as a
representation of reality.

projec t statement
(1916) to The Road (2006).
The artist’s fascination
with the theme of the
apocalypse is evident in
this most recent body
of work. The chaos
represented in the
images is meant to be
entirely ambiguous: the
spaces are in a static state
of disarray left up to the
viewer to contemplate.
Additionally, the works
playfully represent the
artist’s contention with
the rigidity and order of
the everyday.

1

1. Julia Callon, Untitled,
2012, photograph
2. Julia Callon, Wuthering
Heights No. 2, 2012,
photograph
3. Julia Callon, The
Awakening No. 2, 2012,
photograph

2
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FEATURE ROOM

A feature room by Art Bomb,
a daily online art auction,
and Walnut Contemporary,
a 2012 addition to the city’s
contemporary art galleries,
exhibits the work of five
contemporary artists. This room
offers a taste of exciting art
initiatives, founded in Toronto,
that continue to expand and
explore contemporary artistic
practice locally, nationally
and abroad.
1. Tom Ridout,
Recreation, 2013, archival
pigment inkjet print

1
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ART BOMB: TOM RIDOUT

Tom Ridout is a fine
art photographer,
an architectural
photographer and a
landscape architect.
He started his University
education at the
University of Toronto
and completed his
Bachelor of Landscape
Architecture degree at
the University of Guelph
in 1980. In 1980, he also
studied for a semester
abroad at the Sir John
Cass School of Art in
London, England in a
visual arts program.
Through his background
as a landscape architect
he has developed a
broad understanding
of both urban and natural
environments. His insight
in that regard forms
the basis of his
photographic projects.
In 2012, Ridout’s
photographs were
included in two
CONTACT photography
festival shows in
Toronto. Ridout’s
blandscapes series
(2012) was exhibited at

the Gladstone Hotel and
the Grimbsby Public Art
Gallery and Changing
Tides series (2012) at
the John B. Aird Gallery,
where Ridout received
the Curry’s Art Award.
A photograph from the
Changing Tides series
was also included in the
Change of Pace show
at the Detroit Centre
for Contemporary
Photography in June/July
2012. In 2013, Ridout’s
work was auctioned
in the SNAP! ACT
Fundraiser. Ridout also
won the RBC Emerging
photographer award at
the Robert McLaughlin
Gallery where he
presented a solo show
of his Eingehüllt series
(2013).

projec t statement
Consumed is a study of
change in land use from
agricultural production to
industrial warehousing.
The warehouses
reflect our insatiable
appetite for consumer
products. In turn, the
physical requirements
for warehousing and
transporting consumer
goods results in the rapid
consumption of farm land
and a permanent loss of
rural landscape.
D cline
The changes in the urban
structure of Detroit are
perhaps the most rapid
and shocking in North
America. The shrinking
auto industry and
subsequent depopulation
of the city has resulted
in an extreme rate of
building abandonment.
Abandoned buildings
are quickly consumed
by the forces of urban
decomposition. The
photographs challenge
our beliefs in permanence
and security.

1. Tom Ridout,
Recreation, 2013, archival
pigment inkjet print
2. Tom Ridout, Worship,
2013, archival pigment
inkjet print
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ART BOMB: CATE MCGUIRE

Cate McGuire is a
Toronto-based artist
with an extensive and
varied background in
art and design, having
graduated with both a
bachelor of fine arts from
Concordia in 1989, and a
post-graduate degree of
architecture in 1995
from the University of
British Columbia.

projec t statement
Widescreen Images
The “widescreen” images
are fictive architectural
spaces composed from
fragments of real places.
All of the collage pieces
come from disparate
sources, stitched together
to make something that
feels like a particular place
and time.

McGuire uses her own
photography, found
images, paint and bits of
paper to piece together
images that create an
architectural stand-in for
the built world in which
we live.

The black frames are
reminiscent of a movie
formatted for television.
The screen provides a
layer of distance from
the image, creating the
illusion of depth. Here,
space and time are
inextricably woven. A
two-dimensional work
exists on a flat surface,
but the picture plane
can be manipulated in
many ways.

By distorting familiar
places, McGuire
encourages recollection,
reflection and
awareness of our takenfor-granted ways of
living in constructed
environments.

Perspective can be
thought of as a set of
ideas rather than a given
rule. What we accept
as “real” perspective
is actually just one
expression of it. In these

pictures, an altered
viewpoint and shifts in
the picture plane are
constructed to show
more the subject than a
conventional approach
allows—to show a shift
in time, or point of view,
or both. In the end, it
became intrinsic to the
project to construct the
images entirely out of
printed magazine pieces.
Maybe it is a kind of
nostalgia, but the
fragments of the printed
magazines that compose
much of these images,
situate you in a specific
time because of the way
they have been printed.
Older magazines have a
particular colour quality
and a slight blurring.
The newer, glossier
segments possess an
intense perfection. The
composition of parts
makes images that are
fractured, and yet entirely
believable as spaces in
their own right.

1

1. Cate McGuire, Slip of
Time, 2013, mixed media
collage on board
2. Cate McGuire, Time
out of Mind, 2013, mixed
media collage on board
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WALNUT GALLERY

projec t statement
Walnut Contemporary’s selected artists
for the Gladstone’s // THE ANNUAL // 2013
are Julie Gladstone, Anna Pantcheva,
and James Olley. Each artist presents
unique interpretations of “Shifting
Ground.” Julie Gladstone’s work plays
with the boundaries between the physical
and the ephemeral; the urban and the
natural landscape; and the construction
of self. Anna Pantcheva’s works are an
undulation between representation and
abstraction; oscillating between the
natural and artificial, between everything
that is real and imagined. James Olley’s
work incorporates an accumulative
process that reflects the complexity of
social space, while illustrating suburban
and urban spaces found in contemporary
North American society.
1. Julie Gladstone, Condo
at Sunset, oil, latex and
spray paint on, panel,
36”x30”
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WALNUT GALLERY

Julie Gladstone is a Toronto based painter
with a BFA major in painting and drawing,
minor in film studies from Concordia
University, Montreal. Julie’s perspective
has been influenced by living and
traveling in the Middle East, Latin America
and in the Northwest of Canada. Her work
is also influenced by Romantic landscape
painting, Modernist painting, cartography,
archeology, geology, astronomy, fashion,
urban landscape, pop culture aesthetics,
environmental changes, city planning and
alchemical principles of transformation.
Julie is currently represented by Walnut
Contemporary in Toronto and has her
second solo show upcoming in
November 2013.
James Olley received his MFA from the
University of Waterloo in 2008 after
completing his BFA at NSCAD University
in Halifax, Nova Scotia in 2004. Since
graduating Olley has had a number of
solo shows across Canada and abroad.
Olley’s work belongs to private collections
and has been profiled at contemporary
art fairs, including Pulse New York, Miami,
and Next Chicago.

Anna Pantcheva is a Toronto based
painter, drafter and assembler. Since
receiving a BFA in Drawing and Painting at
OCADU in 2008, she has been exhibiting
across Canada.
Pantcheva’s work is patterned by a poetic
undulation between representation and
abstraction—fluctuating between the
natural and artifice, between everything
that is real and imagined.
Pantcheva’s work is in the BMO Financial
Group Corporate Collection, as well as
several private and corporate collections
throughout Canada and the United
States. Recent exhibitions include her
first solo, Nearer the Moon, at Walnut
Contemporary—with publication in The
Globe & Mail, Design Lines Magazine and
ROJO magazine in Barcelona.
1. James Olley,
Convergence, 2008,
Acrylic, spray paint, oil and
coloured pencil on board,
48 x 60 in.

Much of Olley’s work shares a common
interest in the fluidity of and potential for
motion in paint. His paintings oscillate
between abstraction and figuration,
utilizing a variety of paint applications,
expressive mark making, bright under
painting and optical mixing. Olley is
interested in the ways people inhabit
space and the inherent tensions
generated within the complexities of our
dynamically evolving social spaces.
Olley currently lives in Toronto, Canada
where he works as a painter and
Assistant Professor in the Fine Arts
Department at OCAD University teaching
Painting and Drawing.
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MORE FROM // THE ANNUAL //
Tours and Programs
Friday, October 11 @ 5:30
Curator’s Cocktail Hour and Artist Studio Visits
Saturday, October 12 @ 11am
Curator tour with Artists in Attendance
Sunday, October 13 @ 2pm
Panel Discussion with Afterhours Projects, ArtBomb and Walnut
Contemporary: What does it mean to be a startup in Toronto?

FULL OF CONTEMPOR ARY ART?
Head down to the Gladstone Melody Bar or Café, fill up on great
food and GET 15% OFF*.
Show //The Annual// catalogue and get 15% off your food order.
*Offer valid October 10 -13, 2013. For a la carté orders only. Beverages and alcohol excluded.

www.gladstonehotel.com

